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Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) is the result of the development of the 

CNN architecture based on a recursive neural network on a neural network. The process 

with the development of RCNN is able to study data in moving images and images more 

optimally and accurately. With optimal accuracy, RCNN is of course not only limited to 

research, RCNN is able to play a role in models that are contained in hardware such as 

IoT technology so that it is used in everyday life. One of the benefits of this is to make 

the Smart Home System (SHS) concept and Energy Management System based on the 

concept of artificial intelligence. The development of IoT technology is caused by the 

large number of jobs or activities that cannot be carried out by humans on a regular basis 

so that it is combined with cloud technology which makes it easy to access from anywhere 

with connectivity. Cloud-based solar panel and IoT technology has proven to be able to 

provide convenience in the use of security in the smart home concept. Solar panels can 

replace electrical energy for smart home security devices for 24 hours. The Home 

Assistant system successfully detects and captures every object and distinguishes any 

movement in the area it sees so that the Cloud-based Home Assistant security system 

provides convenience and comfort for the smart home concept. Where the accuracy that 

results from RCCN as outlined in IoT devices on objects 0.5 meter to 1 meter is 100%, 1 

meter to 2 meter is 95%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) is an 

algorithm that can be tested with a moving object recognition 

dataset [1]. A process that requires only a few parameters, 

RCNN achieves better results than state-of-the-art CNN on 

these data sets, which validates the advantages of RCNN over 

CNN [2]. Various RCNN studies such as those carried out by 

conducting research [3] with RCNN where the basic process 

of labeling the scene is to be able to detect objects by 

considering the feedforward distance which is calculated 

based on the distance from the label in the presence of a control 

system by ANN. Besides that [4] performing moving object 

detection with RCNN shows that RCNN is able to improve 

CNN performance by including more facts in this dataset. 

From various studies that arise, of course, it is able to do 

good detection on RCNN [5]. The benefits of the results and 

the neural network method are not only limited to the accuracy 

produced, but also the results of the method are embodied in 

hardware both in computer networks and energy [6]. At 

present, hundreds of millions of devices such as those that 

have developed on IoT (Internet of Things) are deployed in 

various application fields, realizing the "data => information 

=> knowledge" process through big data analysis [7]. The 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new paradigm that enables 

communication between electronic devices and sensors via the 

Internet, making our lives more convenient [8]. IoT uses smart 

devices and the Internet to provide innovative solutions to 

various challenges and issues related to various public/private 

businesses, governments, and industries around the world [9]. 

With the increasing amalgamation of IoT devices and 

technologies, we are seeing major changes in our daily lives 

[10]. One of these IoT developments is the concept of smart 

home systems (SHS) and devices, which consist of internet-

based devices, home automation systems, and reliable energy 

management systems [11]. Apart from that, another important 

achievement of IoT is the Smart Health Sensing System 

(SHSS) [12]. SHSS combines small smart appliances and 

devices to support human health [13]. 

IoT technology continues to be developed and integrated 

like human performance [14]. This activity is called Artificial 

Intelligence [9]. Artificial Intelligence or artificial intelligence 

is intelligence that is added to a system that can be regulated 

in a scientific context [15]. AI was introduced after the 

creation of the idea of a digital computing machine that aims 

to determine whether a machine can think or can perform 

human tasks [16]. 

There are several large sectors that have supported the 

development of AI [17]. This means providing data from e-

commerce, business, and government to help improve 

machine learning solutions and algorithms, especially those 

related to system security. [18]. Moreover, China and Russia 

recognize the importance of AI for system security and overall 

competitiveness. As such, the Chinese government has 

recognized the importance of AI in relation to home security 

and seeks to become an authority in this area [19]. 

Each security offered has its own advantages. The thing that 

really needs to be considered is the existence of an internet 
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connection and a power source at home or at the office [20]. 

Over time, this has received attention and development 

whereby if there is no electricity you can still use solar energy 

(solar panels) instead as well as a source of internet connection 

with the 5G network for access anywhere and anytime [21]. 

AI systems with sensors in IoT make homes think and make 

them live like humans [22]. 

From this explanation, this paper will build a security 

system with artificial intelligence on a Home Assistance 

system using a serverless where the surveillance center is 

located in the cloud where the device has been embedded with 

an RCNN algorithm to help quickly detect it. The process of 

running this application is that the devices stored at home are 

only IoT sensors and network devices so that they consume 

little electric power and minimal connections. The security 

that was built uses a surveillance camera (CCTV) that is 

integrated with AI which can always pay attention and capture 

existing movements and can see and recognize the objects it 

captures. 

 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

2.1 The role of RCNN in IoT 

 

Modules in RCNN certainly involve the recurrent 

convolutional layer (RCL). The RCL process evolves over 

time. Where the process located at (i, j) enters the RCL feature 

with the input process 𝑧𝑖𝑗𝑘 (t) where the process at time t is 

given in the following: 

 

𝑧𝑖𝑗𝑘 = (𝑤𝑘
𝑓
)
𝑇
𝑢𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) + (𝑤𝑘

𝑟)𝑇𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑏𝑘 (1) 

 

In Eq. (1) denotes the feedforward and input iterative 

respectively, which are vector patches centered on (i, j) of the 

feature maps in the previous and current layers, 𝑤𝑘
𝑓

and 𝑤𝑘
𝑟  

denote the vectorized feed-forward weights respectively and 

repeated weights, and bk is the bias. The first term in Eq. (1) 

is used in standard CNN and the second term is induced by 

repeated connections. 

The RCNN algorithm is implemented on IoT devices that 

require electricity intelligently. Calculation of the electric 

power load is needed in selecting solar panels so that the 

connected devices can live and function properly. System 

analysis focuses on hardware specifications that can be used 

by Home Assistance software. This research uses the Orange 

Pi as a place to install Home Assistance to carry out the IoT 

function, communication with the Cloud Service will use the 

L2TP-VPN feature from the proxy so that it is safer in data 

transfer. 

In this research, several tools or devices are needed as 

supporting factors in building a network that are connected to 

each other which can later be accessed via the internet or 

intranet. The research tools are shown in Table 1. 

From Table 2, there are 2 system design models in this study. 

The first model is the design of the arrangement of the solar 

panel system. This aims to prevent solar panels from 

experiencing system errors and unstable electric charging. The 

purpose of designing this solar panel is so that the power sent 

from the solar cell to the controller can be optimally received 

by the battery and from the controller distributing current to 

the inverter can be received stably without reducing the 

electric current. The following is the system design of solar 

panels in Figure 1. 

 

Table 1. List of tool requirements and their functions 

 
No Device Name Function 

1 Solar Panels Replacement Power supply 

2 
Solar Charge 

Controllers 
Resource Manager to Battery 

3 AKI battery Used as power storage 

4 Inverters 
Used as a Current converter from 

Solar Panels to Home Electricity 

5 
GSM Internet 

Modem 
Internet source 

6 
Mikrotik 

RB750GR3 

Internet Bandwidth Management and 

connecting to the Cloud 

7 CCTV & NVR As a security system 

8 Cable To connect all devices 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Solar panel system design 

 

Figure 1 is the design of a solar panel system to help with 

the electricity process. The next design model is designing 

Home Assistance Software with the IoT process so that it can 

be accessed in a Cloud System. This design needs to be 

considered so that the system can run smoothly. The following 

is a Cloud System-based Home Assistance Software design 

model shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Design of an IoT cloud system-based home 

assistance system 

 

Figure 2 shows the SHA design model embedded in a cloud 

system that aims to obtain and build Security Artificial 

Intelligence and Home Assistance Systems. 
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2.2 General architecture 

The research flow in this paper uses diagrams on the general 

architecture. The research flow aims to explain the system and 

the steps for the system design program created. The general 

architecture in this study can be seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. General architecture 

In Figure 3 it is explained that: 

1. Data collection is in the form of initial data detecting

moving objects in the form of humans.

2. Enter into the data extraction that is filtering the data.

3. Enter the training step depth using the RCNN

algorithm.

4. Enter the testing step using the RCNN algorithm.

5. After steps 4 and 5 are successful, the algorithm is

embedded in an IoT device and then implemented to

build a Security Artificial Intelligence and Home

Assistance System.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 RCNN process in IoT 

RCNN in its application in this paper is used to detect 

moving objects such as humans in an environment that is 

supported in the image. Basically, the RCNN model consists 

of three main components: a convolution layer, a proposal 

layer, and a classification layer. The convolution layer will 

extract the features from the image, then the proposal layer 

will select several regions from the image that are likely to 

contain objects. Furthermore, the classification layer will 

determine the labels and bounding boxes of each selected area. 

To detect moving objects, RCNN can be trained using 

image datasets containing human images that have been 

labeled. Once trained, the model will be able to recognize 

features commonly associated with humans, such as the shape 

of the body, head and feet. The results of the training and 

testing calculations obtained are based on Table 2 below:  

Table 2. Training process 

Approach 
Loss 

RPN 

Loss RPN 

Regression 

Loss 

Detector 

Classifier 

Loss 

Detector 

Regression 

1. 0.138 0.204 0.556 0.309 

2. 0.226 0.214 0.251 0.213 

3. 0.137 0.171 0.256 0.245 

4. 0.103 0.102 0.526 0.206 

5. 0.207 0.228 0.558 0.307 

6. 0.176 0.185 0.107 0.295 

7. 0.187 0.194 0.294 0.205 

8. 0,258 0.352 0.302 0.306 

9. 0.211 0.216 0.213 0.257 

10. 0.292 0.322 0.323 0.348 

From Table 2, the results of carrying out the data set in the 

training and testing process of a model which consists of 3 

stages, namely the Convolutional layer, Pooling layer, and 

fully connected layer. The results of the data set using RCNN 

form a model and data record that is ready for further detection. 

After successfully detecting accuracy in reading moving 

objects, then determine the accuracy of the dataset that has 

been tested. Testing is carried out on the system by preparing 

the data set first. The dataset that has recorded 100 moving 

objects taking distances of 0.5 meters, 1 meter, 1.5 meters and 

2 meters and the measurement results are shown in Table 3 as 

follows.  

Table 3. Moving object detection accuracy test 

Testing Distance Accuracy Giving Signals 

0.5 Meter 100 % detect 

1 Meter 100% detect 

1.5 Meter 95% detect 

2 Meter 90% detect 

However, as with other object detection, the success of 

moving object detection with RCNN will depend on many 

factors, such as the amount of training data, image quality, and 

the ability of the model to extract relevant features. In addition, 

human detection in complex or unexpected situations, such as 

darkness or partial closure of human objects, can be a 

challenge for the RCNN. The detection process has been 

carried out on various platforms. However, this paper focuses 

on the application of security. Where the algorithm process on 

RCNN is poured into hardware such as IoT. The RCNN 

algorithm carries out a training and testing process involving 

adaptive datasets to strengthen the method in IoT devices.  

The success and running of the IoT system at this stage 

affects the performance of solar panels in a day and analyzes 

the needs and consumption that solar panels receive from 

batteries during charging. Weather factors can affect battery 

charging performance through solar panels. Furthermore, the 

performance of the Home Assistant application in securing 

whether it can capture objects that are visible on surveillance 

cameras and can be accessed via smartphone applications as 

carrying out IoT functions. Installation of solar panels in 

accordance with the circuit that we have previously designed. 

It is intended that the electric power sent and received to each 

device can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 explaining the Solar Panels used are of the 100WP 

type as many as 2 pieces. Testing of solar panels on batteries 

and home assistant devices was carried out all day with sunny 

weather. The following is a table of power consumption and 

battery charging results from solar panels. This activity is seen 
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from the MPPT Solar Charger Controller device based on the 

indicators that appear on the display. 

Figure 4. The arrangement of the solar panel circuit 

As in Figure 4, explaining the Solar Panels used are of the 

100WP type as many as 2 pieces. Testing of solar panels on 

batteries and home assistant devices was carried out all day 

with sunny weather. The following is a table of power 

consumption and battery charging results from solar panels. 

This activity is seen from the MPPT Solar Charger Controller 

device based on the indicators that appear on the display 

shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Battery and solar panel activity 

Time Power Volts Watt Temperature Weather 

08.00 15.7 61.9 26℃ 

09.00 16.1 87.4 27℃ 

10.00 15 100 28℃ 

11.00 14.3 157 29℃ 

12.00 14.6 144 31℃ 

13.00 13.9 45 31℃ 

14.00 18.8 88.1 31℃ 

15.00 18.8 75.5 30℃ 

16.00 13.6 32.6 30℃ 

After the solar panel system is installed, then run the Home 

Assistant device and configure it so that it can be accessed 

through the system cloud. The device arrangement is shown in 

Figure 5.  

Figure 5. Arrangement of cloud-based home assistant 

devices 

Figure 5 shows that the IoT device has been successfully 

installed and ready to use. To access or open the Home 

Assistant application via a web browser and android 

application. Home Assistant runs on internet port 8123 so it's 

written as http://ipaddress:8123. The process is shown in 

Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Home Assistant display after logging in 

Figure 6 is the initial setting process of the SHA and then 

giving a signal to the client which can be operated on a mobile 

device in order to retrieve the data that has been stored. The 

display on mobile devices is as follows: 

Figure 7. Home assistant mobile 

Figure 7 is the result of setting the mobile Home Assistant 

in the RCNN implementation. 

3.2 Device testing 

This stage tests the Home Assistant application to capture 

objects that pass through the camera and record them. This is 

so that every object that is determined is visible and then stored 

in storage, so that home security can run. Objects detected can 

also record the detection time of the object. The application 

package for Home Assistant is MQTT and frigate. 

Figure 8. Security home assistance system 
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In Figure 8, the Frigate package on the Home Assistant can 

detect moving objects. In addition, the Frigate feature in 

classifying objects other than humans can also be detected. In 

this case, the classification uses 4 objects, namely person, 

bicycle, paint, and car. So that each object that is detected is 

given a score value which is useful for accuracy in assessing 

objects. 

Figure 9. Daylight testing 

In Figure 9, it can be seen that the test was carried out during 

the day where the light was clear and the RCNN algorithm was 

able to capture and detect moving objects on the camera in real 

time. Then it was tested at night as shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Night testing 

From Figure 10 it can be seen that the process is going well 

where there are no problems with the application during the 

day and at night because the RCNN system and algorithm can 

be implemented on various cameras. RCNN has been 

successfully integrated into IoT devices by utilizing cloud 

computing technology. One way to implement RCNN on IoT 

devices is to use an edge-cloud architecture, where computing 

processes are performed at the edge of the network (edge) and 

in the cloud. IoT devices can be used to collect image and 

video data from the surrounding environment. This data is then 

sent to a cloud server that integrates RCNN. RCNN is then 

used to detect the desired object in image or video data, such 

as the moving object in this paper, namely monitoring in home 

security. 

Once a human object is detected, the detection results will 

be sent back to the IoT device to trigger certain actions, such 

as activating the security system, giving a warning or 

displaying information on the screen. An example of 

implementing RCNN on IoT devices is in an automatic door 

security system that can open doors automatically when 

human detection is carried out by RCNN. In this paper, RCNN 

can be used to provide intelligent services to IoT devices and 

enable IoT devices to make more accurate and intelligent 

decisions based on data collected from their surroundings. 

This can increase the security and convenience of IoT device 

users. 

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, based on the description and results of the 

research that has been done, several conclusions have been 

obtained, namely the RCNN algorithm besides being able to 

detect moving objects with a time series process can be applied 

to a Cloud-based Security Home Assistant System at a 

predetermined distance based on a distance of 0.5 meters to 1 

meter accuracy is 100% while at a distance of 1 meter to 2 

meters the accuracy is 95%. Whereas for electrical energy 

using Solar Panels which are able to reduce the obstacles 

encountered and are able to meet the needs of an electric 

current source so that the device can live for 24 hours. Objects 

detected by the camera will be stored in the program and can 

be downloaded at any time. 
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